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Scandinavian languages

Icelandic and Norwegian. Vowel mutation is also characteristic of the Scandi-

navian languages and was first described linguistically in a twelfth century Old Ice-

landic manuscript, First Grammatical Treatise, which describes the "blended" vowels

as follows: g, "a blending of a and o (rg 'yard'); ^, "a blending of a and e (f§r

'sheep'); "made up from the sounds of e and o" {0ra 'to upset'); y "made up from
the sounds of / and w" {syna 'laps').

Although most of the characters used to mark vowel mutation in Old Icelandic

have disappeared or have been replaced by other signs, the practice of employing
many ligatures, abbreviations, and gemination signs continued until the nineteenth

century in Iceland, where manuscripts played a major role in the dissemination of cul-

tural information; e.g., rj ---- ng,N = nn, R = rr, d. = dag 'day', sa = svarape 'answered'

(normalized: svaradi), kngr = konungr 'king', h = harm 'he', ka = kona 'woman'.

During the Middle Scandinavian period, political and linguistic changes pro-

foundly influenced the development of the Scandinavian languages. The consumma-
tion of the Kalmar Union in 1397 brought Iceland (until 1944), Norway (until 1814),

and Sweden (until 1523) under Danish dominion; as a result, Icelandic remained iso-

lated and retained its ancient writing traditions, while Old Norwegian gradually yield-

ed to written Danish. The strong influence of Low German helped bring the



Scandinavian languages together, and today unity is more conspicuous than the dif-

ferences. The exception to this is modem Icelandic.

Modern Icelandic. Although Icelandic has changed pronunciation greatly, it has

retained the orthography (and the grammar and lexicon) of Old Icelandic thoroughly

enough to allow Icelanders to read medieval texts more easily than any other Europe-

an people. This is particularly evident in the vowel system: the acute accents of the

FGT are retained to mark long vowels, but now serve to mark diphthongs as well.

Vowel quantity is independent of quality: short vowels precede geminates and

clusters except /?/?, tt, and kk.

Two rules produce additional diphthongs. First, a homorganic glide is inserted af-

ter short vowels before ng and nk: ping [eiiqg] 'thing', enginn ['eiqgin] 'nobody',

yngri ['i^qgri] 'younger', kongur ['kouggYr] 'king', ungur ['uurjgYr] 'young' (masc).

Second, gi (or gj before a vowel) is pronounced [j], and before this [j] a vowel is diph-

thongized to [Vi]: stigi ['stiiji] 'ladder', segja ['seija] 'to say', lygi ['liiji] 'lie', login

['loijin] 'the law', daginn ['daijin] 'the day', hogi ['boiji] 'bow', hugi ['hviji] 'mind'.

Although Icelandic has undergone fewer changes in the consonant system than

in the vowel system, several features compHcate phonetic-graphic relationships.

Thus dissimilation and devoicing of sonorants occur: fjall [fjadl] 'mountain', steinn

[steidn] 'stone', karl [kardj] 'man', horn [hordn] 'horn', efla ['ebla] 'to strengthen',

hefna [hebna] 'to avenge'; hnifur ['hniivYr] 'knife', hofn [h0bn] 'harbor'. PalataHza-

tion of ^, k, sk before front vowels is illustrated by geta ['gjeta] 'to be able to', kenna

['kjena] 'to teach', skera ['sgjera] 'to cut'.

Finally, many consonants (e.g. b, dj, g, k, n, r, t, v) are lost in certain consonantal

environments: b, when after m and before d, t, s, g
—kembdi ['kj'^emdi] 'combed'; d,

when after /, n and before g, n, /, k, s—holdgun ['holciYn] 'incarnation';/, when after

/ and before n, r, s, t—hdlfna ['haulna] 'to halve'—and when after a, u, 6—hufa

[huua] 'cap'; n, when after r, t and before s—barns [bas] 'child' (gen.).

Sample of Modern Icelandic

/.
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1. og enn byrjar bokmenntasaga allra l^joSa a NorSurlondum,

2. oy 'en 'birjar 'boukmenta-.saya 'adlra '6jou5a au 'nor9Yr,l0ndYm

5. and still begins literature-history of.all nations in Scandinavia

/. og einkum Nor5manna, a bokmenntum Islendinga. Eddukvae9i

2. oy 'eiqkYm 'nor9,mana au 'boukmentym 'iislendiirjga '£dY-,kvai5i

5. and especially of.the.Norsemen in literature of.Icelanders Edda-poems

/. og sogumar eru kunnar um allan

2. oy 's0gYrdnar erY 'kYnar Ym 'adlan

3. and sagas are known through all

'Iceland has always had many poets and writers in proportion to the population.

In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries Iceland was the center of culture in Scan-

dinavia, and the history of literature of all nations in Scandinavia, and espe-

cially of the Norsemen, begins with the literature of the Icelanders. The Edda

poems and sagas are known all throughout the civilized world.'

—Einarsson ig6i:2jo.

hinn
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